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Kaplan&#39;s GMAT Prep Plus 2018 guides you through your GMAT prep step by step, with online

practice and videos to ensure you&#39;re ready for Test Day. Study Kaplan&#39;s proven

strategies, practice your pacing, and become an expert in the exam&#39;s computerized format

with five online practice tests.Kaplan is so certain that GMAT Prep Plus 2018 offers all the guidance

you need to excel on the GMAT that we guarantee it: After studying with the online resources and

book, youâ€™ll score higher on the GMATâ€”or you&#39;ll get your money back.Get everything in

our GMAT Prep 2018 package, plus 4 more online practice tests, 700+ additional practice

questions, timed practice sets, a customizable online Quiz Bank, and video workshops that can help

you ace the GMAT.With GRE Prep Plus 2018 you can study on-the-go. Log in from anywhere to do

practice sets and even practice tests that are optimized for your mobile deviceThe Best

PracticeMore than 1,200+ practice questions with detailed explanations, including 40 advanced

quantitative questions and updated Integrated Reasoning questionsFive full-length online practice

tests help you practice in the same computer-based format you&#39;ll see on Test Day.One

full-length practice test included in the book for easier referencing and review.Customize your

practice with a 200-question online Quiz Bank that lets you select problems by topic and

difficultyQuestions have been reviewed, revised and updated for 2017-2018 by Kaplan&#39;s

all-star expert faculty.Expert GuidancePurchase of GMAT Prep Plus 2018 comes with one-on-one

academic support from Kaplan faculty via our Facebook page: facebook.com/KaplanGMATVideo

workshops with top Kaplan GMAT faculty help you master our proven methods and strategies for

scoring higherWe know the test: The Kaplan team has spent years studying every GMAT-related

document available.Kaplan&#39;s expert psychometricians ensure our practice questions and study

materials are true to the test.We invented test prepâ€”Kaplan (www.kaptest.com) has been helping

students for almost 80 years. Our proven strategies have helped legions of students achieve their

dreams.Want to boost your studies with even more online practice and in-depth GMAT workbooks?

Try Kaplan&#39;s GMAT Complete 2018.The previous edition of this book was titled GMAT Premier

2017.
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View larger      Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)   - How does this edition differ from the prior

edition?   Revisions have been made to the chapter on Integrated Reasoning to bring the material

there into closer alignment with the test, and improvements have been made throughout the book.  

- Does this edition cover all the latest test changes?   As of June 22, 2017, all of our Practice Tests

online are updated with the Select Section Order functionality. When changes to the GMAT are

announced, we update all of our resources to reflect them. We encourage students to visit the test

makerÃ¢Â€Â™s website to get up-to-the-minute information about the test.   - What is provided

online?   Five full-length computer-adaptive practice tests (CATs).   Analysis of your performance on

each practice test, including detailed answer explanations.   Quizzes for the Verbal, Quantitative,

Analytical Writing, and Integrated Reasoning sections of the GMAT.   A 200-question Qbank for

additional targeted practice.   Video lessons featuring Kaplan&#039;s top GMAT instructors.   The

GMAT Strategy Sheet.   - How do I register for the online resources?   Follow the instructions

included on the card at the front of your book.   - Why doesn&#039;t Kaplan use official test

questions?   All official test questions are owned by GMAC and are not licensed to any other

organizations. Kaplan, like all other GMAT prep providers, is not allowed to use official test

questions. Kaplan employs teams of test content experts and psychometricians with decades of

experience writing test-like questions and creating practice tests, ensuring we offer the most realistic

prep possible.   - How is this guide different from other GMAT guides?   Kaplan has been helping

students with test prep for nearly 80 years. Our experienced teachers and tutorsÃ¢Â€Â”who know

students inside and outÃ¢Â€Â”write our materials. We know the stumbling blocks students

commonly encounterÃ¢Â€Â”and how to overcome them. Our strategic approaches are geared to

help students master the test as efficiently as possible, and our explanations are clear and



thorough, written with empathy for the learner.

Be sure to visit our author page to kept up-to-date on events, videos, and new blog posts that can

be helpful during your GMAT Prep.

For almost 80 years, Kaplan Test Prep (www.kaptest.com) has been helping students grow their

knowledge, skills and confidence so they can be their best on Test Day. Our prep books and online

resources provide the expert guidance that students need at every step of their educational journey

â€“ incorporating years of test-specific data and strategies tested by Kaplan students and our own

expert psychometricians.Â  After helping millions of students, we know what works. Our guides

deliver knowledge with clarity and simplicity while focusing on the specialized strategies that keep

test-takers ahead of the clock and at the top of their game.Â  We offer preparation for more than 90

standardized tests â€“ including entrance exams for secondary school, college, and graduate

school, as well as professional licensing exams for attorneys, physicians, and nurses.Â  With a full

array of self-paced and live online courses, as well as print books and mobile apps, you can use

Kaplan to study on your own schedule and at your own speed. Kaplanâ€™s private tutors and

admissions consultants supplement those offerings with one-on-one support.

If you are new to the GMAT and looking for a quicker prep plan, Kaplan Premier is a good book to

work with - it provides a good intro to the test (explains the mechanics, basic principles, gets you

familiar with the test structure, etc), has solid strategies that you can use regardless of your level,

and finally, comes with 5 Adaptive tests. Think of it a starter camera/computer/car/etc - you don't

want to start with anything expensive before you know what you are looking for. On the flip side, this

book will last you for 3-4 weeks and most likely will only boost your score by 50-75 points. If you

want a greater increase (and have 3 months to study, skip this book and pick a bigger caliber

package from Manhattan GMAT or Veritas Prep that have a comprehensive overview of everything

GMAT-related).~~~ THE GOOD: ~~~* Quite a few practice questions* Solid material with proven

Math and Verbal strategies as well as formulas/etc background* 49 pages covering Integrated

Reasoning* 6 Full GMAT Tests (5 are in adaptive CAT format on the online and 1 is in a paper

format in the book)* Online practice with additional exercises and quizzes - 18 online drills* Much of

general info on gmat has been moved into online video format, called Fast Fact Videos; that helps

with learning when you have had too much reading for the day* Great value for the money with 6

Full GMAT tests, practice questions, and many online Quizzes* Good amount of coverage for the



INTEGRATED REASONING.~~~ THE BAD: ~~~* Errors - I have spotted a few typos and issues

with explanations; I suspect there may be a few more* Access to the online components expires

after 6 months. This is the only reason to buy a new book vs used* NO CD/DVD - online content

only for Tests* Does not have the depth and width a 700+ score requires* 1,100 Pages and 6 LBS! -

not a travel size book~~~ OTHER STUDY OPTIONS & BOOKS ~~~Many applicants, bypass

Kaplan Premier completely and head straight for the more specialized books such as the Manhattan

GMAT Set of 8 Strategy Guides, Fourth Edition OR Complete GMAT Course Set - 15 Book. These

book sets come with 8-15 books that are targeting specific Math and Verbal areas. You have a

much better chance getting a 700+ with those book sets (not guaranteed) but they also do require at

least 2.5-3 months to cover them. The MGMAT Books come with 6 adaptive online tests. Veritas

Prep books come with tests as well BUT only if you purchase from their website (Ugh) Finally, a

book you should also now about is the The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 13th Edition (more on

that is below)~~~ SOME OTHER THOUGHTS: ~~~* What is a good study plan using Kaplan

Premier?My recommendation would be to start with this book, finish it in about a month or so (by

this time you will learn all the basics about the test, how it works, what is tested, and general

strategies for answering questions). Then, you an figure out what's the best use of your time - you

may have reached your target score and can stop or perhaps you are really lacking in Quant or

Verbal and need a lot more serious practice.* Will this book give me 700+ score?For the majority of

applicants, No. It is not deep enough for most people out of college to refresh the math and verbal

fundamentals. You will most likely need other books to help you get there.* How do I get 700

then?There are several options:1. Review each section separately using the Kaplan GMAT Math

Workbook and Kaplan GMAT Verbal Workbook2. Thorough/Methodical review of each area - If you

have a bit more time, grab the Manhattan GMAT Set of 8 Strategy Guides, Fifth Edition OR

Complete GMAT Course Set by Veritas - 15 Book. These books are excellent and are actually used

in the classroom setting for their classes, so you are definitely get the top books. If you dont

need/want the entire collection, see my review for what stand-alone books to get. This plan is likely

to get you a higher score with this section but it will also take up more time (about a month more).

Decide on the approach based on your starting position, target score, time you have, and

willingness to study math and grammar for months without a break.* Any other books I need to

know about?YES. There is one - The Official Guide for GMAT Review, 13th Edition. This book is

published by the creators of GMAT and contains real GMAT questions. You should also download

the Official GMAT Prep software from GMAC's website (it's free).* What if I have trouble getting

through this book? Where can I find help?There are several books that can help you get up to



speed with quant and grammar:1. For Quantitative section: Manhattan GMAT Foundations of GMAT

Math2. For Verbal Section: Foundations of GMAT Verbal by Manhattan GMATLet me know if you

have any questions about the book - I reply to comments!Good Luck,BB, GMAT 750 (q49, v42)

Bought this for a friend. She is using it right now to study for the GMAT. She loves the book! It has

comprehensive explanations and 6 great practice tests that are identical to the actual thing. She

said she feels extremely confident!

It could include more practice tests, but if you actually can commit to self-studying, it's great. Gave

me a better understanding of test questions and helped to improve my verbal score almost instantly

This is an excellent study review for the GMAT exam, and I highly recommend anyone who is

planning on taking the GMAT exam to strongly consider using the GMAT Premier 2017.

The online content is great!

Just what I needed!

I love that the book comes with an online program to help you further. Way easier to take the

practice exams online and I felt like the online program helped me more than the actual book did

I highly recommend this book to everybody interested in taking the GMAT. It helped me beat my

target score without buying crazy expensive study materials. When I decided to start studying for

the GMAT, I took a diagnostic CAT from the GMAT website and scored a 580, which is pretty

mediocre. I ran to a brick and mortar book store and picked up the 2015 revision of this book (I took

the GMAT in 2015, nothing really changed from 14 to 15 to 16) and began to study. On test day, I

ended up getting a 730 composite, having used this book and the free Kaplan daily email questions

exclusively.This book does an excellent job of explaining the test, which is pretty unconventional if

you're used to traditional college mid-terms and finals. Understanding the question types and getting

an idea of the strategies for solving them to save time for the harder questions is crucial to doing

well. The example questions and mini-practice sections are explained clearly to grasp the concept

right off the bat.I suggest:-3 months at 1-2 hours/day with this book. Shorter and you might get burnt

out, but much longer than 3 months and you'll start to forget the stuff from the



beginning.-Periodically take the online quizzes for review.-Alternate studying between verbal and

quant chapters to stay fresh.-Take one of the practice test on day 1, and 1 every ~3 weeks to gauge

progress and get used to sitting for a 4 hour exam. There are 6 in this book and several available for

free online. The tests in this book seemed to be slightly harder than the actual exam.-Register for

the free Kaplan daily email questions. These are a great way to practice and FREE.-Keep

momentum up when studying, follow the books strategies, and you'll be set.
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